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 MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The Mott MacDonald Geotechnical Data Management System is a collection of 
programs and data tables created via the dBase relational database language.  The 
programs allow for the input and output of all types of data produced from a typical 
ground investigation project.  The database consists of a series of data tables linked by 
the borehole, trial pit or well name.  Data input is achieved via simple screen forms and 
the entire system is menu driven.  Data can be output to a printer, data files or to 
standard graph templates for plotting. 
The aim of the system is to enhance the value of all data produced by the ground 
investigation and to make the information readily and quickly accessible to the engineer 
or developer for the required ground assessment, design calculations and overall report 
writing procedures. 
DISCLAIMER
Mott MacDonald disclaim any responsibility for the correctness of the data and plots 
generated by the GDMS package, or for the consequence resulting from the use thereof.  
Any use or misuse of this package is the sole responsibility of the user. 
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1.1 Database Structure 
The database has been divided into a series of data tables to accommodate the variety of 
information arriving from a typical ground investigation. The fields in each table may 
be added to or removed where required.  All tables are linked via a common borehole or 
trial pit name thus allowing new tables to be added when required.  The following list 
details the different data sets which make up the geotechnical data management system: 
1.1.1 Borehole Reference Data Table 
A table detailing the location and level of the borehole, well or trial pit, the date that it 
was drilled or excavated and the drilling contractor's name. For effective use of the data 
within the database this table must be completed for every borehole. 
 Fields 
 BOREHOLE   - Borehole, well or trial pit name 
 EASTING    - National Grid Reference Easting 
 NORTHING    - National Grid Reference Northing 
 DATUM     - Ordnance Datum Level (m OD) of top of hole 
 FINDEPTH    - Final depth (m) drilled 
 DATE      - Date hole drilled 
 CONTRACTOR  - Name of drilling contractor 
Additional data fields may be added for local coordinate systems, borehole log quality 
etc. 
1.1.2 Strata Description Data Table
A table detailing the strata encountered during the drilling or excavation of the hole.  A 
full geotechnical description (to BS 5930: Code of Practice for Site Investigations) of 
the strata is stored along with various depth, level and thickness information.  The strata 
are assigned a geological name and a geotechnical material type e.g. Woolwich & 
Reading Beds, Sand.  This nomenclature must remain consistent throughout the 
database.  Appendix A details the geological nomenclature to be used and Appendix B 
details the acceptable geotechnical nomenclature for the material types defined to date. 
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Fields 
 BOREHOLE  - Borehole, well or trial pit name 
 DESCRIPTIO  - Full BS 5930 strata description 
 STDEP    - Depth (m) at which strata encountered 
 STLEV    - Level (m OD) at which strata encountered 
 GEOL     - Geological unit name 
 MATER    - Geotechnical material type 
 THK     - Strata thickness (m) 
1.1.3 Laboratory Test Result Data Table
A table detailing all standard laboratory test results from the ground investigation.  Test 
results are referenced by borehole, well or trial pit name and the depth of the tested 
sample. 
 Fields 
 BOREHOLE - Borehole name 
 SAMPDEPTH - Depth (m) of the sample 
 SAMPLEVEL - Level (m OD) of the sample 
 MC     - Moisture Content (%) 
 LL     - Liquid Limit (%) 
 PL     - Plastic Limit (%) 
 PI     - Plasticity Index (%) 
 TYPE    - Type of Soil Strength Test 
 COH    - Shear Strength (kN/m2) 
 PHI     - Angle of Friction (Degrees) 
 BULK_DEN - Bulk Density (Mg/m3) 
 DRY_DEN  - Dry Density (Mg/m3) 
 SG     - Specific Gravity 
 PH     - pH 
 TOTSO3   - Total Sulphate Content (%) 
 AQSO3   - SO3 Aqueous Extract 2:1 soil/water (g/l) 
 MV       - Coefficient of Volume Compressibility (m2/MN)*
 CV     - Coefficient of Consolidation (m2/year)*
* At 100 kPa Above Overburden Pressure. 
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Soil Shear Strength Test Types 
 CU[38,100][T,E] - Consolidated undrained Triaxial compression test, 38mm or 
100mm sample, total or effective stress measurements. 
 SB60[T,E]  - Shear box, 60mm sample, total or effective stress 
measurements. 
 CD[38,100]E  - Consolidated drained Triaxial compression test, 38mm or 
100mm sample, effective stress measurements only. 
 QU[38,100]T  -  Quick undrained Triaxial compression test, 38mm or 100mm 
sample, total stress measurements only. 
 QM[38,100]T  -  Quick undrained Triaxial compression test, multistage, 38mm 
or 100mm sample, total stress measurements only.  
 RM - Remoulded Triaxial compression Test. 
1.1.4 Standard Penetration Test Results Table 
A table detailing all in-situ penetration testing (both cone penetrometer and split spoon) 
carried out in the site investigation. 
 Fields 
 BOREHOLE  - Borehole name 
 TESTDEPTH  - Depth (m) of the test 
 SPT       - SPT N value 
 SPTTYPE     - SPT Test Type  
 SPT Test Types 
 S   - Split spoon 
 C   - Cone 
Note: An SPT N-value of 150 denotes an incomplete SPT test result i.e. a test where 
there were greater than 150 blows for 300 mm penetration or where the total penetration 
is less than the seating drive. 
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1.1.5 Water Observations Data Table 
A table detailing all water observations taken during the drilling operation. 
 Fields 
 BOREHOLE  - Borehole, well or trial pit name 
 STK_DATE   - Date at which water level was struck 
 STK_DEP   - Depth (m) at which water was struck 
 STK_RESTDP  - Depth (m) of water after strike (after 20 mins or 30 mins) 
 REMARK   - Observations and remarks of water flow  
 FINAL_DEP  - Final resting depth (m) of water on completion of the hole 
 REST_DATE  - Date of recording the final resting depth 
1.1.6 Grading Analysis Data Table
A table detailing all results from particle size distribution analysis.  The borehole or trial 
pit name is stored along with the sample depth and the percentage passing for a series of 
grain sizes. 
 Fields 
 BOREHOLE  - Borehole or trial pit name 
 TESTDEPTH  - Depth (m) of the sample 
 G0      - Percentage passing 0.002 mm 
 G1      - Percentage passing 0.006mm 
 G2      - Percentage Passing 0.02mm 
 G3      - Percentage Passing 0.06mm 
 G4      - Percentage Passing 0.2mm 
 G5      - Percentage Passing 0.6mm 
 G6      - Percentage Passing 1.0mm 
 G7      - Percentage Passing 2.0mm 
 G8      - Percentage Passing 6.0mm 
 G9      - Percentage Passing 10.0mm 
 G10     - Percentage Passing 20.0mm 
 G11     - Percentage Passing 30.0mm 
 G12     - Percentage Passing 40.0mm 
 G13     - Percentage Passing 50.0mm 
 G14     - Percentage Passing 70.0mm 
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1.1.7 Piezometric Data
There are two data tables which are used to store piezometric data: 
1.1.7.1 Piezometer Reference Data Table
A table detailing the basic additional reference information for each installed 
piezometer which is not available in the main borehole reference data table.  The 
borehole name is stored together with the piezometer number (usually U for upper or L 
for lower where two piezometer tips are installed in the same borehole), the depth to the 
top and base of the response zone along with the response zone geology.  Information 
for the piezometer type, tip depth and level along with installation date, installation 
location and access reference information is also stored. 
Fields 
 BOREHOLE  - Borehole name 
 PIEZONO   - Piezometer number (upper or lower if applicable) 
 INSTALDATE  - Piezometer installation date 
 TOPRESP   - Depth (m) to top of response zone 
 BASRESP   - Depth (m) to base of response zone 
 INSTREM   - Piezometer installation remarks 
 LOCREM   - Piezometer location remarks 
 ACCREM   - Piezometer access remarks 
 DAMREM   - Piezometer damage remarks 
 PTYPE    - Piezometer type 
 TIPDEP    - Piezometer tip depth (m) 
 TIPLEV    - Piezometer tip level (m OD) 
 RESPGEOL   - Response zone stratigraphy 
Note that the borehole datum is stored in the Borehole Reference Data Table. 
1.1.7.2 Piezometer Readings Data Table
A table detailing the actual piezometer readings.  Data is stored for the borehole name 
and piezometer number along with the reading date, the water level and water depth 
together with any remarks resulting from the reading. 
 Fields 
 BOREHOLE  - Borehole name 
 PIEZONO   - Piezometer Number (upper or lower if applicable) 
 READDATE  - Date of water reading 
 WATERLEV  - Level (m OD) of water reading 
 WATERDEP  - Depth (m) of water reading 
 REMARKS   - Remarks from water reading 
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1.1.8 Permeability Data Table
A table detailing results from standard in-situ permeability testing. The borehole name 
is stored along with test depth, test length, test type, test date, standing water level, 
coefficient of permeability and a comments field. 
 Fields 
 BOREHOLE  - Borehole name 
 TESTDEPTH  - Depth (m) to top of test 
 TESTLENGTH  - Length (m) of test section 
 TESTTYPE   - Type of permeability test 
 SWL     - Standing water level (mOD) 
 PERM     - Coefficient of permeability (m/sec x 10-6) 
 TESTDATE   - Date of permeability test 
 REMARK   - Comments 
 Permeability Test Types 
 RIS    - Rising head test 
 FAL   - Falling head test 
 CON   - Constant head test 
 PAC   - Packer test 
1.1.9 Additional Data Table
New tables, (e.g. Chemical Testing) can be added to the existing structure at any time 
provided that the common field of BOREHOLE is always present. These data tables are 
not part of the main data system but can be added where appropriate by the GDMS 
System Administrator. They deal with non-standard or specialist data arising out of the 
ground investigation.  
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2.0 NOMENCLATURE STANDARDS WITHIN THE DATABASE 
2.1 Borehole, Well and Trial Pit Names 
All borehole, well and trial pit names must be entered in the following form to allow 
efficient data retrieval from the database: 
 [CONTRACTOR MNEMONIC]  [NUMBER] 
 e.g.  FE16   Foundation Engineering Borehole 16 
Trial pits, for identification purposes only, should be suffixed with a P eg. TLEP01.  If 
the same contractor has carried out more than one investigation on the site then the 
borehole or trial pit names should also contain the year of the survey. 
 e.g. FE84-16 Foundation Engineering 1984 Survey Borehole 16 
       FE89-16 Foundation Engineering 1989 Survey Borehole 16 
 See Appendix C for list of standard contractors mnemonics. 
2.2 Grid Coordinates 
All grid coordinates must be in the form of the full National Grid twelve figure 
reference.  Local coordinate systems should only be used within extra data fields set up 
for that purpose. 
2.3 Data Units 
All data must be entered in standard S.I. units. Units are specified on each data entry 
screen. 
2.4 Levels 
 All level data must be entered in metres relative to Ordnance Datum Newlyn. 
2.5  Geological Units 
All geological unit names must conform to the standard list as detailed in Appendix A.  
This list will be updated as required by the GDMS System Administrator. 
2.6 Material Names 
All geotechnical material names must conform to the standard list as detailed in 
Appendix B. This list will be updated as required by the GDMS System Administrator. 
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3.0 Database Menu System 
 All of the programs making up the database are accessed from a series of menus 
organised in a hierarchical manner. This organisation allows the user to move up and 
down the branches of the tree structure, but does not allow movement from one non-
connected branch to another. This type of structure effectively prevents the user from 
becoming lost in a maze of menus. The main database menu is as follows: 
  1: Database Input      
  2: Datafile Output     
  3: Database Printout   
  4: Database Integrity Checking 
3.1 Running the Database 
To run GDMS type DATABASE at the DOS prompt in the appropriate directory.  The 
complete hierarchy of menus is detailed in Appendix D. 
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4.0 DATABASE INPUT
4.1 Introduction 
A common menu system exists for all data input to each of the tables making up the 
database.  Each table has a unique data entry screen allowing direct input to the 
database. 
4.2 Data Input Options 
The following menu options allow data to be input to the requested data table: 
  1: Borehole Information   (Borehole reference data table) 
  2: Geology        (Strata description data table) 
  3: Geotechnical      (Laboratory test result data table) 
  4: Water Observations   (Water observations data table) 
  5: In-situ Testing     (SPT test result data table) 
  6: Grading Analysis    (Grading analysis data table) 
  7: Piezometer Readings   (Piezometer data tables) 
  8: Permeability Testing Data (Permeability test result data table) 
On requesting Options 1-6 the following screen will be displayed: 
  1: Add Information 
  2: Change Information 
  3: Remove Information 
  4: Review Information 
The `ADD' and `CHANGE' options will present the user with the particular data entry 
screen for the requested database starting at the bottom and top of the file respectively.  
New data can be added by filling in the appropriate boxes.  Old data can be retrieved 
and edited by using the PGUP and PGDOWN keys to move through the database.  An 
entire record can be marked for deletion by CTRL/U.  The `REVIEW' option will 
display the data in a list format across the screen.  Movement across the page can be 
achieved by the use of CTRL/<-   and CTRL/->  keys to shift the viewing window right 
and left.  The up and down arrows can be used to move between individual records.  
The `REMOVE' option will remove all records from the database that have previously 
been marked for deletion.  Use of the ESC key will escape out of any operation back to 
the previous menu.  Any data edits can be saved with CTRL E. 
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Cursor Control Key Summary 
Key Action Synonyms 
MOVING FORWARD 
^D 
^X 
^F 
^C 
^B 
^M 
^KE 
Character right 
Next line 
Next word 
Next screen 
Pan right 
Next field 
End of file 
right arrow, ^L 
down arrow, ^J 
End 
PgDn 
^right arrow 
carriage return 
^K^E 
Key Action Synonyms 
MOVING BACKWARD 
^S 
^E 
^A 
^R 
^Z 
^KT 
Character left 
Previous line 
Previous word 
Previous screen 
Pan left 
Beginning of file 
left arrow 
up arrow, ^K 
Home 
PgUp 
^left arrow 
^K^T 
Key Action Synonyms 
INSERTING 
^N 
^V 
Insert line 
Toggle insert mode on/off Ins 
Key Action Synonyms 
DELETING 
^G 
^H 
^T 
^U 
^Y  
Delete character at cursor 
Delete last character entered 
Delete word 
Delete record (toggle) 
Delete to end of line 
Del 
Backspace 
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Key Action Synonyms 
EXITING 
^Q 
^W 
Abort and exit 
Save changes and exit 
Esc 
^End 
Key Action Synonyms 
TEXT EDITING  
^KB 
^KF 
^KL 
^KR 
^KW  
Reformat paragraph 
Find specified string 
Find next occurrence of string 
Read file into current text 
Write current text to file 
^K^B 
^K^F 
^K^L 
^K^R 
^K^W 
Key Action Synonyms 
MISCELLANEOUS 
^O 
^P 
^Home 
^PgDn  
PgUp 
F1  
Lock Record in EDIT/CHANGE 
Activate/deactivate printer 
Display menu options (toggle) 
Zoom in to edit memo fields 
Zoom out to exit memo fields 
Display cursor help menu (toggle) 
F10,^] 
^- 
^^ 
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4.2.1 Borehole Reference Data Table
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
     Borehole Reference Information Database 
BOREHOLE NAME  MM-118
NATIONAL GRID EASTING 530753  NATIONAL GRID NORTHING 180027 
  JLE EASTING   13752  JLE NORTHING   43027 
  BOREHOLE DATUM LEVEL  4.92 m OD BOREHOLE GRADE A 
  FINAL DEPTH OF HOLE  39.95 m
  DATE HOLE DRILLED        16/09/90 
  DRILLING CONTRACTOR   SOIL MECHANICS LTD 
                         JLE (90)  
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEMO DATA SET
4.2.2 Strata Description Data Table
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
             Geological Strata Description Database
      BOREHOLE NAME      MM-118
      DEPTH TO TOP OF STRATA 11.20 m  LEVEL OF TOP OF STRATA   -6.28 m OD 
      STRATA THICKNESS   6.30 m      
      GEOLOGICAL UNIT     LONDON CLAY
      GEOTECHNICAL MATERIAL TYPE CLAY
      STRATA DESCRIPTION  Very stiff thinly lam. extremely closely fiss. grey-  
                                                                                     JLE (90)    
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEMO DATA SET
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4.2.3 Laboratory Test Result Data Table
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM               
     Laboratory Test Results Database                         
 BOREHOLE NAME MM-115T SAMPLE DEPTH 27.00 m  SAMPLE LEVEL -19.50 m OD
 INDEX TESTS MC    21.0 %  LL 56.0 % PL 25.0 % PI 31.0 % 
 BULK DENSITY 1.910 Mg/m3  DRY DENSITY 1.578 Mg/m3
 SPECIFIC GRAVITY  0.000 
 STRENGTH TESTING TEST TYPE QU100T C 114 kPa  PHI   0 Degrees
 SOIL CHEMICAL TESTS pH 0.0 TOT SO3 0.000 %  AQ SO3  0.000 g/l
 OEDOMETER TESTS Mv 0.0000 m2/MN @ 100kPa Above Overburden Pressure
                          Cv 0.0000 m2/Year
                                                                                      JLE (90)  
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEMO DATA SET 
4.2.4 Water Observations Data Table
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM                
                                    Water Observations Database                             
 BOREHOLE NAME MM-101 
 STRIKE DATE  02/02/90 
 STRIKE DEPTH  12.06 m
 POST STRIKE DEPTH  11.75 m
 FLOW RATE REMARKS  
 FINAL RESTING DEPTH  10.20 m
 DATE OF FINAL RESTING DEPTH 03/02/90 
                                                                                       JLE (90)  
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEMO DATA SET 
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4.2.5 SPT Testing Data Table 
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM                
    Standard Penetration Testing Database                       
 BOREHOLE NAME     MM-118 
 DEPTH TO TOP OF TEST     39.50 m
 SPT N VALUE          56 
 TEST TYPE       S (C: CONE S: SPLIT SPOON)
                        JLE (90)  
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEMO DATA SET 
4.2.6 Grading Analysis Data Table
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM                
    Grading Analysis Database                               
 BOREHOLE NAME MM-118 DEPTH OF TEST SAMPLE  7.50 m
 PERCENTAGE PASSING   0.002mm  0 %
 0.006mm  0 %  0.02mm 0 %  0.06mm 2 %
 0.2mm  3 %  0.6mm 5 %  1.0mm 9 %
 2.0mm  16 % 6.0mm 42 % 10.0mm 53 %
 20.0mm  70 % 30.0mm 83 % 40.0mm 91 %
 50.0mm  94 % 70.0mm 99 %
                         JLE (90)  
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEMO DATA SET 
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4.2.7 Permeability Test Result Data Table
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM                
    Permeability Testing Database                           
 BOREHOLE NAME  MM-101 DATE OF TEST  02/02/90 
 DEPTH TO TOP OF TEST     10.40 m  LENGTH OF TEST SECTION 2.00 m
 PERMEABILITY TEST TYPE     RIS 
 STANDING WATER LEVEL  12.50 m OD
 COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY 5.2320 m/sec X 10-6
 REMARKS                                                                     
                         JLE (90) 
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEMO DATA SET 
4.2.8 Piezometer Reference Data Table 
  MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM                
   Piezometer Reference Database                            
 BOREHOLE NAME  MM-113S  PIEZOMETER NUMBER  L 
 INSTALLATION DATE  27/09/90   PIEZOMETER TYPE    
 DEPTH TO TOP OF RESPONSE ZONE  25.20 m
 DEPTH TO BASE OF RESPONSE ZONE 26.40 m
 RESPONSE ZONE STRATIGRAPHY  LONDON CLAY 
 PIEZOMETER TIP DEPTH  26.00 m  PIEZOMETER TIP LEVEL  -19.00 m OD
 INSTALLATION REMARKS                                                                                                      
 LOCATION REMARKS                                                                                                       
 ACCESS REMARKS                                                                                                        
 PIEZOMETER DAMAGE                                                                                                      
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEMO DATA SET 
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4.2.9 Piezometer Readings Data Table
 MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM              
   Piezometer Readings                                
 BOREHOLE NAME MM-114P 
 PIEZOMETER NUMBER                                                                                                     
 DATE OF WATER READING 24/09/90
 WATER LEVEL  -1.94 m OD
 WATER DEPTH  9.14 m
 REMARKS                                                                                                     
        JLE (90)   
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEMO DATA SET 
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5.0 DATABASE OUTPUT
5.1 Introduction
The database can be used to create a wide variety of output in various forms.  Data can 
be output to a standard ASCII text file for use in other programs as well as in the form 
of a printout.  Data can also be viewed on the terminal screen.  It is possible with certain 
output programs to directly create a graphical presentation of the data for plotting via 
the GRAPHERTM or SURFERTM packages.  The data retrieval programs make use of 
certain standard concepts throughout the suite of programs.  These are outlined below. 
5.2 Data Retrieval Filters 
5.2.1 Geographical Area Mask 
All data can be retrieved within a given geographical area of interest.  A minimum and 
maximum set of grid coordinates are used to initially filter the borehole data required.  
The default values are those of the entire project area. 
5.2.2 Borehole Mask 
Data can be retrieved for a specific borehole or group of boreholes.  For example a 
borehole mask of FE16 would filter the database for only data from borehole FE16.  A 
borehole mask of FE would result in the database being filtered for all boreholes 
beginning with FE, i.e. all Foundation Engineering surveys would be retrieved.  The 
default is for all boreholes to be retrieved.  
5.2.3 Geological Unit 
All data for a specified geological unit i.e. horizon, can be retrieved.  The default is for 
all horizons to be retrieved.  
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5.2.4 Geotechnical Material Type 
All data for a specified geotechnical unit i.e. material type, can be retrieved.  The 
default is for all material types to be retrieved. If two layers of the same material type 
are present within one geological layer then data for both units will be output.  
5.2.5 Output File 
All data retrieved via the specified masks will be output to an ASCII text file.  All file 
names will be suffixed .TXT.  Only the prefix of the data file need be entered.  Where 
requested an output file name must be entered. 
5.2.6 GRAPHER TM Template Files 
When data is retrieved and output to a datafile the user is given the opportunity to view 
or plot the information via the GRAPHERTM package.  A series of template graphs and 
charts have been created (detailed in Appendix E) to display and report the retrieved 
geotechnical data.  There are two versions of each template file, one for simple viewing 
of data on the screen (suffixed V) and the other for the production of report quality plots 
on the laser printer or pen plotter (suffixed P).   
Depending on the type of plot required the appropriate template file should be imported 
into GRAPHERTM.  Refer to the GRAPHERTM manual for a more detailed overview on 
utilizing GRAPHERTM. 
5.2.7      Final Report Quality Plot Production 
To produce a plot of final report quality from within GRAPHERTM the footer block 
must be added to the graph or chart that is to be plotted.  The procedure for final report 
quality plot production is as follows: 
1. Import the appropriate P suffixed GRAPHERTM template file. 
2. Create a plot file but do not send the plot to the output device. 
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3. Import the footer block, FOOTER. GRF. 
4. Append the previously created plot file. 
 5. Send the appended file to the output device. 
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5.3 Data Output Programs 
The data output programs are subdivided into the following four groups: 
  1: Create Datafiles, Chart and Graphs of Testing Data. 
  2: Create Datafiles for Spatial Analysis. 
  3: Create Locations Plan and Cross-Sections. 
  4: Create Datafiles and Graphs of Piezometric Data.
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5.4 Create Datafiles, Charts and Graphs of Testing Data 
 1.  Create a SPT N-Value v Depth or Level Graph. 
 2.  Create a Particle Size Distribution Envelope Plot. 
 3.  Create Plasticity Charts, Atterberg limits and Liquidity Index plots. 
 4.  Create Graphs and Charts of Standard Laboratory Test Data. 
 5.  Create a SPT N-Value, Atterberg limits, Shear Strength v Depth Chart. 
 6.  Create a SPT N-Value v Shear Strength Graph. 
 7.  Create a Liquidity Index v Shear Strength Graph. 
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5.4.1 Create a SPT N Value v Depth or Level Graph
This program will create a datafile of SPT N Value against test depth or level. 
Allowable data retrieval filters include data to be output for a requested geological 
horizon, geotechnical material, specific boreholes or surveys, or within a geographical 
area mask. 
An option is available to pass the data directly to the GRAPHERTM package to create a 
plot of SPT against depth or level for the requested data.  The data is passed into the 
GRAPHERTM templates MSPTDEP [P, V] or MSPTLEV [P, V] depending on the type 
of graph requested which should be imported into GRAPHERTM.  Graph titles should 
be changed where appropriate from within the GRAPHERTM package.  On leaving 
GRAPHERTM the program will return to the GDMS. 
 Data Retrieval Screen                                                                           
SPT v DEPTH OR LEVEL  DEPTH 
 ENTER GEOLOGICAL UNIT TO BE OUTPUT  
 ENTER GEOTECHNICAL SUBUNIT  
 ENTER XMIN, DEF= mE  528000 
 ENTER XMAX, DEF= mE  530800 
 ENTER YMIN, DEF= mN  178000 
 ENTER YMAX, DEF= mN  185000 
 ENTER BOREHOLE MASK  
 ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME  
   CREATE A SPT N VALUE v DEPTH OR LEVEL DATA FILE    
The default area mask is for all data from the entire site to be retrieved.  Note that an 
SPT N-value flag of 150 denotes an incomplete SPT test result. 
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Example of Output File Format 
BOREHOLE GEOL   MATER STDEP THK TESTDEPTH  SPT 
FE01   THANET SAND SAND  11.90  16.40 12.20     50  
FE01   THANET SAND SAND  11.90  16.40 13.70     50  
FE01   THANET SAND SAND  11.90  16.40 15.20     50 
FE01   THANET SAND SAND  11.90  16.40 16.80     50 
FE01   THANET SAND SAND  11.90  16.40 18.30     50 
FE01   THANET SAND SAND  11.90  16.40 19.80     60  
FE01   THANET SAND SAND  11.90  16.40 21.30     70 
FE01   THANET SAND SAND  11.90  16.40 24.40     75 
FE01   THANET SAND SAND  11.90  16.40 25.90     55 
FE01   THANET SAND SAND  11.90  16.40 27.40     33 
The data file will contain a header record detailing each of the output columns. 
 Figure 1 
The GRAPHERTM  `MSPTDEPP' template for SPT N value against depth, report 
quality plot. 
Figure 2 
The GRAPHERTM  `MSPTLEVP' template for SPT N value against level, report quality 
plot. 
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5.4.2 Create a Particle Size Distribution Envelope Plot
This program will calculate and create a datafile of minimum, maximum and average 
percentage passing for each particle size stored within the database for the requested 
retrieval mask.  Data can be filtered by geological or geotechnical unit, area of interest 
or a borehole mask.  An option is available to pass the data directly to the GRAPHERTM
package to create a plot of the particle size distribution envelope for the requested 
horizon.  The data is passed into the GRAPHERTM template file MPSD [P,V] which 
should be imported into the GRAPHERTM package.  Graph titles should be changed 
where appropriate within the GRAPHERTM package.  On leaving GRAPHERTM the 
program will return to GDMS. 
 Data Retrieval Screen                                              
ENTER GEOLOGICAL UNIT TO BE OUTPUT  
 ENTER GEOTECHNICAL SUBUNIT  
 ENTER XMIN, DEF= mE 528000 
 ENTER XMAX, DEF= mE 530800 
 ENTER YMIN, DEF= mN 178000 
 ENTER YMAX, DEF= mN 185000 
 ENTER BOREHOLE MASK 
 ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME 
 ENTER REPORT FILE NAME 
  CREATE A P.S.D. ENVELOPE MIN, MAX, AVERAGE DATA FILE                
The default area mask is that of the entire site. 
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Example of Output Data File Formats 
 Min, Max, Average Datafile 
 SIZE MAX MIN AVE 
 0.006 0    0    0  
 0.02  0    0    0  
 0.06  11   1    6  
 0.2   70   9    40  
 0.6   90   86   88  
 1.0   95   89   92  
 2.0   99   89   94  
 6.0   100  90   95  
 10.0  100  90   95  
 20.0  100  100  100 
 30.0 100 100 100 
 40.0 100 100 100 
 50.0 100 100 100 
 70.00 100 100 100  
 Data Report File 
BOREHOLE  GEOL  MATER  STDEP THK TESTDEPTH G0  G1 
 MM-101   Gravel  Gravel  9.01  2.50 10.01    0  0 
 G2 G3  G4  G5  G6  G7  G8  G9  G10 G11 G12 G13 G14 
 0  1  3  16  22  30  42  51  69  84  93  99  100 
 Figure 3 
The GRAPHERTM 'MPSDP' template for a particle size distribution envelope, report 
quality plot. 
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5.4.3 Create Plasticity Charts, Atterberg Limits and Liquidity Index Plots
This program will create a datafile containing borehole name, sample depth along with 
liquid limit, plastic limit, plasticity index, moisture content and liquidity index for the 
requested geological and geotechnical units within the requested area for the requested 
borehole mask.  An option is available to pass the data directly to the GRAPHERTM
package to create a plot.  Options are available to create a plasticity chart for organic 
and non-organic data ranges, to create an Atterberg Limits against depth plot or to 
create a liquidity index against depth plot.  The data is passed to the following 
GRAPHERTM template files depending on which type of plot is chosen; MALINE 
[P,V], MALINOR [P,V], MATTER [P,V], MLIQUID [P,V].  The appropriate template 
should be imported into the GRAPHERTM package.  Graph titles should then be 
changed where necessary from within GRAPHERTM.   On leaving GRAPHERTM the 
program will return to GDMS. 
 Data Retrieval Screen 
 ENTER GEOLOGICAL UNIT TO BE OUTPUT 
 ENTER GEOTECHNICAL SUBUNIT 
 ENTER XMIN, DEF= mE 528000 
 ENTER XMAX, DEF= mE 530800 
 ENTER YMIN, DEF= mN 178000 
 ENTER YMAX, DEF= mN 185000 
 ENTER BOREHOLE MASK 
 ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME  
  ATTERBERG LIMITS DATA FILE CREATION                        
The default area mask is that of the entire site. 
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 Example of Output File Format 
 REC BORE GEOL MATER SAMPDEPTH LL PL PI  MC 
 1 FE03 ALLUVIUM CLAY 6.70   100.5 32.8 67.7 49.9  
 2 FE04 ALLUVIUM CLAY 4.57   108.0 36.7 71.3 60.0  
 3 FE06 ALLUVIUM CLAY 7.62   76.8 32.0 44.8 37.8 
 4 FE07 ALLUVIUM CLAY 5.49   77.2 32.2 45.0 37.2  
 5 FE08 ALLUVIUM CLAY 2.44   87.8 28.8 59.0 28.7  
 6 FE09 ALLUVIUM CLAY 0.91   92.3 13.9 78.4 46.0    
 7 FE10 ALLUVIUM CLAY 0.91   84.6 36.1 48.5 33.6  
 Atterberg Limits Data Plot Options 
 1: Plasticity Chart (Normal data range). 
 2: Plasticity Chart (Organic data range). 
 3: Atterberg Limits v Depth Chart.  
 4: Liquidity Index v Depth Chart. 
 Figure 4 
The GRAPHERTM 'MALINEP' template for a standard Plasticity Chart, report quality 
plot. 
 Figure 5 
The GRAPHERTM 'MATTERP' template for an Atterberg Limits against depth, report 
quality plot. 
 Figure 6 
The GRAPHERTM `MLIQUIDP' template for a liquidity index against depth, report 
quality plot. 
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5.4.4 Create Graphs and Charts of Standard Laboratory Test Data
This program will create a datafile containing any combination of geotechnical 
laboratory test data fields in an X-Y format.  The default Y value will be that of sample 
depth.  Data can be filtered with geological and geotechnical unit masks as well as 
within a geographical area and for specified boreholes. 
An option is available to pass the data directly to GRAPHERTM, for plotting.  The data 
can be plotted in two possible formats; sample depth or level against requested test 
result MDEPTH [P,V] or MLEVEL [P,V]  GRAPHERTM template file or as a simple 
X-Y plot using `MXY' [P,V] GRAPHERTM template file.  The required template file 
should be imported into GRAPHERTM and titles modified where appropriate.  On 
leaving GRAPHERTM the program will return to GDMS.  Note that if the field for shear 
strength is selected a further option will be available to select data for a specific shear 
strength test type. 
 Data Retrieval Screen 
 ENTER GEOLOGICAL UNIT TO BE OUTPUT  
 ENTER GEOTECHNICAL SUBUNIT  
 ENTER X VARIABLE   
 ENTER Y VARIABLE DEF=SAMPDEPTH  SAMPDEPTH 
 ENTER XMIN, DEF= mE  528000 
 ENTER XMAX, DEF= mE  530800 
 ENTER YMIN, DEF= mN  178000 
 ENTER YMAX, DEF= mN  185000 
 ENTER BOREHOLE MASK    
 ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME   
CREATE A LABORATORY TEST RESULT DATA FILE                     
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Refer to 3.3.3 for a list of the geotechnical laboratory test data field names for the X and 
Y variables. The default area mask will be that of the entire site. 
 Examples of Output File Format 
An example of sample depth and shear strength for a test type of QU38T i.e. quick 
undrained, 38 mm sample, total stress measurements. 
BORE GEOL     MATER STDEP THK DEPTH COH TYPE 
FE11 LONDON CLAY  CLAY 9.90   3.20 9.91  106 QU38T 
FE11 LONDON CLAY  CLAY 9.90   3.20 10.67  164 QU38T 
FE13 LONDON CLAY  CLAY 11.90  3.30 14.94  42   QU38T 
FE15 LONDON CLAY  CLAY 10.40  4.80 13.41  148  QU38T 
An example of bulk unit weight and moisture content: 
BORE GEOL   MATER STDEP THK BULK_DEN  MC 
FE11 LONDON CLAY CLAY  9.90 3.20 19.3  26.4 
FE11 LONDON CLAY CLAY  9.90 3.20 18.8  29.6 
FE13 LONDON CLAY CLAY  11.90 3.30 10.5  17.1  
FE15 LONDON CLAY CLAY  10.40 4.80 19.8  24.2  
The data files will contain a header record detailing each of the output columns. 
 Plot Options 
 1: Create a Vertical Depth Plot 
 2: Create an X-Y Format Plot  
  Note: Only data values greater than zero will be output from the database.  All 
zero values are considered as null values i.e. data not available as test not 
carried out. 
 Figure 7 
The GRAPHERTM 'MDEPTHP' template for plotting geotechnical laboratory test data 
stored within the database against sample depth, final report quality version. 
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Figure 8 
The GRAPHERTM 'MXYP' template for plotting any combination of geotechnical 
laboratory test data stored within the database, final report quality version. 
 Figure 9 
The GRAPHERTM `MLEVELP' template for plotting geotechnical laboratory test data 
stored within the database against sample level, final report quality version. 
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5.4.5  Create a SPT N-Value, Atterberg Limits, Shear Strength v Depth Chart
This program will create a correlation chart of SPT N-Value, Atterberg Limits, Shear 
Strength/10 against depth for a requested borehole.  The option is available to retrieve 
specific shear strength test types.  This program will not create a datafile and should be 
specifically used to create a geotechnical correlation chart.  The retrieved data will be 
passed directly into GRAPHERTM for plotting.  The MALLDAT [P,V] template file 
should be imported into GRAPHERTM.  On leaving GRAPHERTM the program will 
return to GDMS. 
Data Retrieval Screen 
 ENTER BOREHOLE NAME 
 ENTER STRENGTH TEST TYPE 
    CREATE A SPT, MC, LL, PL, PI, COH v DEPTH DATA FILE                  
Figure 10 
The GRAPHERTM `MALLDATP' template for data correlation purposes, final report 
quality version.  Note that it is possible to plot the depth axis of this chart to scale for 
direct comparison with the borehole or trial pit log. 
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5.4.6  Create a SPT N-Value v Shear Strength Graph
This program will create a datafile of shear strength against SPT N-value for a 
requested geological or geotechnical unit, for a given borehole or investigation, within a 
geographical area.  It is possible to specify the required shear strength test type as well 
as the allowable vertical distance between the SPT test result and the depth at which the 
sample was taken for testing.  An option is available to pass the data directly to the 
GRAPHERTM package to create a plot.  The data is passed into the GRAPHERTM
template file MSPTCU [P,V] which should be imported into the GRAPHERTM
package.  On leaving GRAPHERTM the program will return to GDMS. 
Data Retrieval Screen 
 ENTER GEOLOGICAL UNIT TO BE OUTPUT  
 ENTER GEOTECHNICAL SUBUNIT  
ENTER BAND WIDTH FOR SPT N VALUES DEF=2 m  2.0 
ENTER SHEAR STRENGTH TEST TYPE 
ENTER XMIN, DEF= mE  528000
 ENTER XMAX, DEF= mE  530800
 ENTER YMIN, DEF= mN  178000
 ENTER YMAX, DEF= mN  185000 
ENTER BOREHOLE MASK  
ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME   
   CREATE A DATA FILE OF SPT AND SHEAR STRENGTH VALUES FOR A GIVEN STRATA      
The default area mask is for all appropriate data from the entire site to be retrieved.  The 
default band width for the SPT test result and sample laboratory test result to be taken 
together is 2 m. 
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Example of Output File Format 
BORE  GEOL   MATER STDEP THK COH SAMPDEPTH  TESTDEPTH SPT TYPE 
SM90-101  London Clay Clay  11.55 16.05 201  15.00    13.50      20  QUI00T 
SM90-101  London Clay Clay  11.55 16.05 201  15.00    14.42      24  QUI00T 
SM90-101  London Clay Clay  11.55 16.05 201  15.00    15.48      24  QUI00T 
SM90-101  London Clay Clay  11.55 16.05 178  17.00    16.44      25  QUI00T 
SM90-101  London Clay Clay  11.55 16.05 168  17.00    17.48      27  QUI00T 
The data file will contain a header record detailing each of the output columns. 
Figure 11 
The GRAPHERTM `MSPTCUP' template for SPT N-value against shear strength plot, 
final report quality version. 
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5.4.7  Create a Liquidity Index v Shear Strength Graph
This program will create a datafile of liquidity index against shear strength for a 
requested geological or geotechnical unit, for a given borehole or investigation, within a 
selected geographical area.  It is also possible to specify the required shear strength test 
type.  An option is available to pass the data directly to the GRAPHERTM package to 
create a plot.  The data is passed to the GRAPHERTM template file MLIQCOH [P,V] 
which should be imported into the GRAPHERTM package.  On leaving GRAPHERTM
the program will return to GDMS. 
Data Retrieval Screen 
 ENTER GEOLOGICAL UNIT TO BE OUTPUT   
 ENTER GEOTECHNICAL SUBUNIT   
 ENTER X VARIABLE DEF=SAMPDEPTH  LI 
 ENTER Y VARIABLE   COH 
 ENTER XMIN, DEF= mE  528000 
 ENTER XMAX, DEF= mE  530800 
 ENTER YMIN, DEF= mN  178000
 ENTER YMAX, DEF= mN  185000 
 ENTER BOREHOLE MASK  
 ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME   
   CREATE A LIQUIDITY INDEX v SHEAR STRENGTH DATA FILE  
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The default area mask is for all appropriate data from the entire site to be retrieved.  The 
default for the shear strength test type is for all appropriate test results to be retrieved. 
Example of Output File Format 
BORE   GEOL  MATER STDEP THK SAMPDEPTH ([MC-PL]/PI) COH TYPE 
SM90-101 London Clay Clay  11.55  16.05 15.00    -0.09    201 QU100T 
SM90-101 London Clay Clay  11.55  16.05 17.00    -0.04    168 QU100T 
SM90-101 London Clay Clay  11.55  16.05 19.00    -0.05    237 QU100T 
The datafile will contain a header record detailing each of the output columns. 
Figure 12 
The GRAPHERTM `MLIQCOHP' template for liquidity index against shear strength 
plot, final report version. 
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5.5 Create Datafiles for Spatial Analysis 
1. Create a Datafile of Level of a Geological Horizon. 
2.  Create a Datafile of the Isopach of a Strata Interval. 
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5.5.1 Create a Level to Top of Horizon Datafile
This program will create a datafile comprising of National Grid coordinates and the 
level of the top of a requested geological unit.  A geographical mask can also be used to 
select a specific area of interest.  The output file name must be specified.  The file can 
be consequently imported into SURFERTM or the GEOSTOKOSTM package for spatial 
analysis, griding and contouring etc. 
 Data Retrieval Screen  
 ENTER GEOLOGICAL UNIT TO BE OUTPUT  
 ENTER XMIN, DEF= mE  528000 
 ENTER XMAX, DEF= mE  530800 
 ENTER YMIN, DEF= mN  178000 
 ENTER YMAX, DEF= mN  185000 
 ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME  
   LEVEL TO TOP OF HORIZON DATA FILE                         
The default area mask is that of the entire site. 
 Example of Output File Format 
 FE11 LONDON CLAY 547585  182690  -9.00  
 FE13 LONDON CLAY 547365  182910  -8.70  
 FE15 LONDON CLAY 547150  183115  -8.90  
 GE01 LONDON CLAY 547915  183295  -9.40  
 GE02 LONDON CLAY 547973  183315  -7.90  
 GE03 LONDON CLAY 547976  183265  -8.90  
 GE04 LONDON CLAY 548025  183285  -9.00  
 GE05 LONDON CLAY 548070  183320  -8.90  
 W02  LONDON CLAY 548725  183665  -3.90  
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5.5.2 Create an Isopach Datafile
This program will create a datafile of National Grid coordinates and isopach (layer) 
thickness between two given geological horizons. The program will only output the 
isopach thickness if both of the requested horizons are present within the borehole.  The 
isopach data can be filtered within a geographical mask only. 
 Data Retrieval Screen 
 ENTER TOP GEOLOGICAL UNIT OF ISOPACH 
 ENTER BASE GEOLOGICAL UNIT OF ISOPACH  
 ENTER XMIN, DEF= mE  528000
  ENTER XMAX, DEF= mE  530800
  ENTER YMIN, DEF= mN  178000
 ENTER YMAX, DEF= mN  185000 
 ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME  
   ISOPACH DATA FILE CREATION                            
The default area mask is that of the entire site. 
 Example of Output File Format 
REC BORE TOP BASE TLEV BLEV E N ISO
11 FE11  GRAVEL LONDON CLAY -3.50 -9.00 547585 182690 5.50  
13 FE13  GRAVEL LONDON CLAY -4.10 -8.70 547365 182910 4.60  
15 FE15  GRAVEL LONDON CLAY -5.00 -8.90 547150 183115 3.90  
16 GE01  GRAVEL LONDON CLAY -7.00 -9.40 547915 183295 2.40  
17 GE02  GRAVEL LONDON CLAY -4.90 -7.90 547973 183315 3.00  
18 GE03  GRAVEL LONDON CLAY -5.50 -8.90 547976 183265 3.40  
19 GE04  GRAVEL LONDON CLAY -3.60 -9.00 548025 183285 5.40  
20 GE05  GRAVEL LONDON CLAY -2.60 -8.90 548070 183320 6.30  
21 GE06  GRAVEL LONDON CLAY -4.50 -8.50 548050 183235 4.00  
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5.6  Create Locational Plans and Cross-Sections 
1.  Create a Borehole Location Datafile on Plan. 
2.  Create a Geological or Geotechnical Cross-Section. 
3.  Create a Profile of Laboratory Test Results. 
4.  Create a Plan of Solid Geology 
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5.6.1 Create a Borehole Location Datafile
This program will create a datafile containing the National Grid reference and borehole, 
well or trial pit name for a specified hole or group of holes within a given geographic 
area.  The default options are for all hole locations to be output for all holes. 
 Data Retrieval Screen 
 ENTER XMIN, DEF= mE  528000
 ENTER XMAX, DEF= mE 530800
 ENTER YMIN, DEF= mN  178000
 ENTER YMAX, DEF= mN 182000 
 ENTER BOREHOLE MASK DEF =  ALL 
 ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME 
  CREATE A BOREHOLE LOCATION DATA FILE                       
The default area mask is that of the entire site. 
 Example of Output File Format 
 547340  182010  FE01      
 547575  182085  FE02      
 547120  182085  FE03      
 547350  182170  FE04      
 547575  182240  FE05      
 547120  182235  FE06      
 547350  182310  FE07      
 547575  182380  FE08      
 547130  182525  FE09      
 547345  182595  FE10      
The resulting data can be plotted to scale via the SURFERTM software package. 
Template files have been set up which are run automatically to produce a plot of the 
borehole locations on choosing the plot option. The header lines of the datafile must be 
removed via the text editor before going into SURFERTM (the program provides direct 
access to the editor). 
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Figure 13 
An example of a borehole location plot. The program uses a SURFERTM grid which is 
preset to the geographical limits of the site. To alter the template bounds a new grid of 
the required area must be created in SURFERTM. The sequence in the SURFERTM
posting block option for plotting the borehole location and label is 1, 2, 3. 
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5.6.2 Create a Geological or Geotechnical Cross-Section
This program will create a datafile containing the hole name, geological and 
geotechnical unit, stratigraphic level and depth as well as distance along a requested 
line of section, within a given corridor, from that line of section.  Boreholes are 
projected perpendicularly onto the line of section with only boreholes falling within the 
corridor being output.  This method should only be used with engineering judgement 
for gently dipping strata within a reasonable corridor width from the line of section.  
The output can be optionally viewed on the terminal screen or sent to a colour pen 
plotter.  A geological or geotechnical section can be plotted.  Note that the sections are 
not plotted to a specific scale but are for interpretation purposes.  The output data file 
should be imported into an appropriate CAD package for cross-sections at specific 
scales and horizontal/vertical ratios. 
To enable the PC terminal for graphics plotting the graphics screen driver must be 
loaded into memory.  To run cross-sections with the graphics driver loaded the 
following command should be typed at the DOS prompt to load GDMS: 
SECTION 
On leaving GDMS the graphics driver will be removed from memory. 
 Data Retrieval Screen 
 ENTER EASTING OF START OF SECTION                                             
 ENTER NORTHING OF START OF SECTION                                            
 ENTER EASTING OF END OF SECTION                                             
 ENTER NORTHING OF END OF SECTION                                             
 ENTER WIDTH OF SEARCH CORRIDOR IN METRES                         
 ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME                                                                                                     
 DO YOU WISH TO VIEW THE SECTION?  Y/N                        
 DO YOU WISH TO SEND OUTPUT TO THE PLOTTER? Y/N        
 DO YOU WISH TO CREATE A GEOLOGICAL OR GEOTECHNICAL SECTION          
    GEOLOGICAL LINE OF SECTION DATA FILE CREATION                   
Note that the width of search corridor will be plus and minus from the line of section. 
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Section Type 
 GEOL - Create a geological cross section 
 GEOT - Create a geotechnical cross-section 
 Example of Output File Format 
 BORE GEOL  MATER STLEV THK N  DIS    
 FE01 ALLUVIUM  SILT -0.70 2.40 308.58 35.0 
 FE01 GRAVEL  GRAVEL -3.10 9.50 308.58 35.0 
 FE01 THANET SAND  SAND -12.60 16.40 308.58 35.0  
 FE01 CHALK  CHALK -29.00 2.50 308.58 35.0 
 FE02 ALLUVIUM  SILT -10.30  7.70 552.3 4 2.10 
 FE02 GRAVEL  GRAVEL -2.00  7.20 552.31 42.10 
 FE02 THANET SAND  SAND -10.80  3.60 552.31 42.10 
 FE03 FILL  FILL -7.20 4.30 145.34 48.26 
 FE03 ALLUVIUM  SILT -2.90 2.82 145.34 48.26 
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5.6.4 Create a Plan of Solid Geology
This program will create a datafile containing the National Grid reference, borehole 
name and a symbol relating to the uppermost horizon of the solid geology.   
Note:  This program is currently being modified.  Additional notes on its use will be 
released on program completion. 
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5.7  Create Datafiles and Graphs of Piezometer Data
1. Create a Chart of Water Level v Time. 
2. Create a Chart of Water Head v Time. 
3. Create a Chart of Tip Level v Water Head. 
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5.7.1 Create a Chart of Water Level v Time
This program will create datafiles for specific piezometers of the reading date (both in 
calendar and Julian format) together with the water depths and levels within the specific 
piezometers.  An option exists to search on an area for installed piezometers and to 
report these to terminal screen.  Data from up to 5 piezometers can be retrieved and 
plotted at any one time.  Each time that a data retrieval is run the GRAPHER TM
template files are overwritten, although all retrieved data will be logged to a report file.  
The program will pass directly into GRAPHER TM to create a chart.  Two sizes of 
GRAPHER TM template are available depending on whether an A4 or A3 size plot is 
required; MLVTMA4 [P,V] or MLVTMA3P.  The appropriate template should be 
imported into the GRAPHER TM package.  Graph title should be changed where 
necessary from within GRAPHER TM.  The time axis limits are controlled by Julian 
date limits and should be altered where required.  The following table details the Julian 
equivalents for the data range of the graph: 
 DATE  JULIAN DATE  DATE   JULIAN DATE 
1 January 1990 2447893   1 January 1991  2448258 
 1 February 1990 2447924   1 February 1991  2448289 
 1 March 1990 2447952   1 March 1991   2448317 
 1 April 1990 2447983   1 April 1991   2448348 
 1 May 1990 2448013   1 May 1991   2448378 
 1 June 1990 2448044   1 June 1991   2448409 
 1 July 1990 2448074   1 July 1991   2448439 
 1 August 1990 2448105   1 August 1991  2448470 
 1 September 1990 2448136   1 September 1991  2448501 
 1 October 1990 2448166   1 October 1991  2448531 
 1 November 1990 2448197   1 November 1991  2448562 
 1 December 1990 2448227   1 December 1991  2448592 
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 Date Retrieval Screen 
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER START DATE dd/mm/yy 01/01/90 
 ENTER FINISH DATE dd/mm/yy 01/01/99 
 ENTER OUTPUT REPORT FILE  
  WATER LEVEL AGAINST TIME DATA FILE CREATION 
 Example of Output File Format 
 BOREHOLE PIEZONO READDATE JULIAN WATERLEV WATERDEP 
 SM90-102  16/08/90 2448120 9.05  1.04 
 SM90-102  17/08/90 2448121 8.53  1.56 
 SM90-102  28/08/90 2448132 7.63  2.46 
 SM90-102  04/09/90 2448139 8.03  2.06 
 SM90-102  11/09/90 2448146 6.25  3.84 
 SM90-102  24/09/90 2448159 9.29  0.80 
 SM90-102  03/10/90 2448168 9.76  0.33 
Figure 14 
The GRAPHER TM `MLVTMA4P' template for plotting piezometer water level 
readings against time, final report quality version.  
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5.7.2  Create a Chart of Water Head v Time.
This program will create datafiles for specific piezometers of the reading date (both in 
calendar and Julian format), together with the water head, water levels and tip levels 
within the specific piezometers.  An option exists to search an area for installed 
piezometers and to report these to the terminal screen.  Data from up to 5 piezometers 
can be retrieved and plotted at any one time.  Each time that a data retrieval is run the 
GRAPHERTM template files are overwritten, although all retrieved data will be logged 
to a report file.  The program will pass directly into GRAPHERTM to create a chart.  
Two sizes of GRAPHERTM template are available depending on whether an A4 or A3 
size plot is required; MHDTMA4[P,V] or MHDTMA3P.  The appropriate template 
should be imported into the GRAPHERTM package.  Graph titles should be changed 
where necessary from within GRAPHERTM.  The time axis limits are controlled by 
Julian date limits and should be altered where required.  The following table details the 
Julian equivalents for the data range of the graph: 
 DATE   JULIAN DATE DATE  JULIAN DATE 
1 January 1990  2447893  1 January 1991 2448258 
 1 February 1990 2447924  1 February 1991 2448289 
 1 March 1990  2447952  1 March 1991 2448317 
 1 April 1990  2447983  1 April 1991 2448348 
 1 May 1990  2448013  1 May 1991 2448378 
 1 June 1990  2448044  1 June 1991 2448409 
 1 July 1990  2448074  1 July 1991 2448439 
 1 August 1990  2448105  1 August 1991 2448470 
 1 September 1990 2448136  1 September 1991 2448501 
 1 October 1990 2448166  1 October 1991 2448531 
 1 November 1990 2448197  1 November 1991 2448562 
 1 December 1990 2448227  1 December 1991 2448592 
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 Date Retrieval Screen 
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER START DATE dd/mm/yy 01/01/90 
 ENTER FINISH DATE dd/mm/yy 01/01/99 
 ENTER OUTPUT REPORT FILE  
  WATER HEAD AGAINST TIME DATA FILE CREATION 
 Example of Output File Format 
 BOREHOLE PIEZONO READDATE JULIAN HEAD TIPLEV WATERLEV 
 SM90-102  16/08/90 2448120 9.05 1.04 2.04 
 SM90-102  17/08/90 2448121 8.53 1.56 3.56 
 SM90-102  28/08/90 2448132 7.63 2.46 4.29 
 SM90-102  04/09/90 2448139 8.03 2.06 1.76 
 SM90-102  11/09/90 2448146 6.25 3.84 5.30 
 SM90-102  24/09/90 2448159 9.29 0.80 4.06 
 SM90-102  03/10/90 2448168 9.76 0.33 9.83 
Figure 15 
The GRAPHER TM `MHDTMA4P' template for plotting piezometer water head against 
time, final report quality version.  
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5.7.3  Create a Chart of Tip Depth v Water Head.
This program will create datafiles for specific piezometers of the reading date (both in 
calendar and Julian format), together with the water head, water levels and tip depths 
and levels within the specific piezometers.  An option exists to search an area for 
installed piezometers and to report these to the terminal screen.  Data from up to 5 
piezometers can be retrieved and plotted at any one time.  Each time that a data retrieval 
is run the GRAPHERTM template files are overwritten, although all retrieved data will 
be logged to a report file.  The program will pass directly into GRAPHERTM to create a 
chart.  Two sizes of GRAPHERTM template are available depending on whether an A4 
or A3 size plot is required; MTPHDA4[P,V] or MTPHDA3P.  The appropriate template 
should be imported into the GRAPHERTM package.  Graph titles should be changed 
where necessary from within GRAPHERTM.   
 Date Retrieval Screen 
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER BOREHOLE NUMBER   PIEZO. NUMBER  
 ENTER START DATE dd/mm/yy 01/01/90 
 ENTER FINISH DATE dd/mm/yy 01/01/99 
 ENTER OUTPUT REPORT FILE  
  TIP DEPTH AGAINST WATER HEAD DATA FILE CREATION 
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 Example of Output File Format 
BOREHOLE PIEZONO  READDATE JULIAN HEAD TIPDEP TIPLEV WATERLEV 
SM90-102    16/08/90 2448120 26.96 28.00 -17.91 9.05 
SM90-102    17/08/90 2448121 26.44 28.00 -17.91 8.53 
SM90-102    28/08/90 2448132 25.54 28.00 -17.91 7.63 
SM90-102    04/09/90 2448139 25.94 28.00 -17.91 8.03 
SM90-102    11/09/90 2448146 24.16 28.00 -17.91 6.25 
SM90-102    24/09/90 2448159 27.20 28.00 -17.91 9.29 
SM90-102   0 3/10/90 2448168 27.67 28.00 -17.91 9.76 
Figure 16 
The GRAPHERTM `MTPHDA4P' template for plotting piezometer tip depth against 
water head, final report quality version.  
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5.8  Plot GRAPHER Plotfiles
Due to memory limitations imposed by the DOS operating system it is often not 
possible to output plotfiles directly from GRAPHER TM to an appropriate plotter or 
printer.  To overcome these limitations it is necessary to plot plotfiles outside of 
GRAPHER TM, utilizing the program PLOT TM directly.  To output a particular graph or 
chart the plotfile should be created as normal from within GRAPHER TM.  The resultant 
file though should not then be sent to the installed output device.  GRAPHER TM should 
be exited and the above menu option be selected.  This program will list all of the 
created .PLT files (GRAPHER TM plotfiles) to the terminal screen.  An option will be 
presented to send a required plotfile to the installed output device, on selecting this the 
user will be asked for the required plotfile name.  The PLOTTM program will then be 
initiated independently of GRAPHER TM.  On completing the plot the program will 
return to GDMS. 
Plot Retrieval Screen 
 DO YOU WISH TO PLOT A FILE Y/N?  
 ENTER PLOTFILE NAME   
  PLOT GRAPHER PLOTFILES   
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6.0 DATABASE PRINTOUT 
6.1 Introduction 
A variety of database printout options are available from the following sub-menu.  All 
programs allow for viewing on the terminal screen or optionally sending the report to 
the printer. 
  1: Printout a Borehole Log 
  2: Printout Laboratory Test Results 
  3: Printout Borehole Water Observations 
  4: Printout Grading Curve Data 
  5: Search the Geotechnical Database for a Given String 
  6: Print Out All Data Within a Given Area.
  7: Print Out of Individual Database Files. 
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6.2 Printout a Borehole Log 
This program will printout or list to the screen the geological and geotechnical 
descriptions, depth and levels of the requested borehole or group of boreholes.   
 Example of Borehole Log Output 
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATABASE  
 DEPTH  LEVEL GEOLOGICAL GEOTECHNICAL  
    UNIT  DESCRIPTION  
** BOREHOLE NO. FE10  
 0.00  0.70 FILL  TOPSOIL.  
 0.60  0.10 ALLUVIUM  Firm mottled CLAY.  
 1.20  -0.50 ALLUVIUM  Soft silty PEAT.  
 3.40  -2.70 ALLUVIUM  Soft grey sandy SILT with occ.  
      stones.  
 5.20  -4.50 GRAVEL  Medium density very sandy   
      GRAVEL.  
 12.20  -11.50 WR BEDS  Layer of cemented SHELL   
      fragments for 0.9m, then SHELL  
      fragments in a matrix of grey   
      clayey silt for 0.9m.  
 14.00  -13.30 WR BEDS  Compact grey sandy SILT with   
      occ. shells.  
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6.3 Printout Laboratory Test Results 
This program will printout or list to the terminal screen all laboratory test results and 
sample depths of the requested borehole or group of boreholes.   
 Example of Laboratory Test Result Output 
Page No.     1 
 12/18/89 
MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATABASE 
                              LABORATORY TEST RESULTS 
DEPTH  LEVEL  M.C. LL PL PI C PHI RHOb RHOd Mv Cv 
** BOREHOLE NO. FE10     
0.91  -0.21   0.0  0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 17.4 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 
0.91  -0.21  33.6  84.6  36.1 48.59 0 0 17.4 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 
1.52  -0.82  295.0 395.0 285.0 110.0 28 0 9.9 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 
3.66  -2.96  0.0  0.0  0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 
 Page No.     1 
 12/18/89 
                               SOIL CHEMICAL TEST RESULTS 
 SAMPLE DEPTH LEVEL S.G. pH TOTAL SO3 AQUEOUS SO3 
       **  FE10     
 0.91  -0.21  0.0  0 0.0 0.000   0.000 
 0.91  -0.21  0.0  0 0.0 0.000   0.000 
 1.52  -0.82  0.0  0 0.0 0.000   0.000 
 3.66  -2.96  0.0  0 7.8 0.070   0.000 
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6.4 Printout Borehole Water Observations 
This program will printout or list to the terminal screen all water observations made 
during drilling for a requested borehole or group of boreholes.   
 Example of Water Observations Printout 
Page No.     1 
 12/18/89 
                   MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATABASE 
                              BOREHOLE WATER OBSERVATIONS 
 STRIKE  STRIKE DEPTH FINAL FINAL  COMMENTS 
 DATE   DEPTH  AFTER RESTING RESTING 
        STRIKE DEPTH DATE 
 ** BOREHOLE NO. FE10     
 21/11/65   1.52  0.00  0.00  22/11/65  Seepage at 1.52m. 
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6.5 Printout Grading Curve Data 
This program will printout or list to the terminal screen all particle size distribution 
grading analysis data for a requested borehole or group of boreholes.   
 Example of Grading Curve Data Printout 
Page No.     1 
 11/10/89 
               MOTT MACDONALD GEOTECHNICAL DATABASE P.S.D. DATA 
DEPTH  0.006 0.02  0.06 0.2 0.6 1.0 2.0 6.0 10 20 30 40 
 ** BOREHOLE NO. FE01     
6.4  0  0  0  0 1 1 9 39 47 74 100 100  
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6.6 Search the Geotechnical Database for a Given String 
This program allows for the geotechnical strata descriptions to be searched for a given 
character string.  The results of the search can be listed to the terminal screen or printed.  
For example entering `asb' as a string (note case sensitivity) will return all of the 
geotechnical descriptions containing `asb' i.e. asbestos.  The resultant printout can then 
be cross-referenced to a borehole location plan and areas of potential hazard be 
delineated.  The entered character string is case sensitive. 
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6.7  Printout All Data Within a Given Area 
This program will allow for all data from all tables from within a given area to be 
output to a datafile or to be optionally sent to a printer.  The data can be further 
subsetted by a borehole or investigation mask. 
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6.8  Printout Individual Database Files 
This program allows for each of the individual data tables to be printed.  The entire 
contents of each table will be sent to the printer.  As individual records are greater than 
80 characters wide it is recommended that a line rather than a laser printer be used for 
this type of printout. 
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7.0 DATABASE INTEGRITY CHECKING 
7.1 Introduction 
To ensure the integrity of the data in the database a series of programs are available to 
check the information present within the tables.  It is strongly recommended that these 
programs are run after a data entry session to ensure quality control of the information 
entered into the database.  The following options are available: 
  1: Check Geological Units 
  2: Check Material Names 
  3: Check Levels 
  4: Check for Missing Depths and Levels 
  5: Check for Missing Borehole Information 
  6: Recreate Database Index Files 
  7: Check Borehole Contractor Mnemonics 
  8: Re-sort Geological Data into Depth Order 
  9: Check Laboratory Data for Anomalous Values 
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7.2 Check Geological Units 
All geological unit names must conform to a standard list and spelling.  This list can be 
altered depending on the region or project that the database is being used for. Refer to 
Appendix A for the standard geological nomenclature. 
The entered geological name is checked against this standard list and the mismatches 
reported.  An option is available to send this report to the printer or terminal screen.  
The standard nomenclature is required for the data retrieval routines. Any mistakes 
must be edited via the data input options to the Geological Strata Description Data 
Table. 
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7.3 Check Material Names 
All geotechnical material names within the database are checked against a standard list.  
The list is quite comprehensive but can be added to if required.  Refer to Appendix B 
for the current standard list of geotechnical material names. Any mistakes must be 
edited via the data input options to the Geological Strata Description Data Table. 
A standard nomenclature is required for the data retrieval routines. 
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7.4 Check Levels 
All strata and laboratory test result levels are checked against the associated strata and 
laboratory test depths and borehole datum levels. 
 i.e: DATUM - (LEVEL + DEPTH) = 0.0 
Errors are reported to either the terminal screen or to the line printer.  An option allows 
for a tolerance limit (default ± 0.05m) to be entered so that only errors greater than this 
limit are reported.  The geological and geotechnical databases can be optionally 
checked. 
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7.5 Check for Missing Depths and Levels 
All levels and depths within the geological database can be checked for missing values 
(denoted by a value of 0.0).  Depths for the first horizon will always be zero.  The report 
can optionally be sent to the printer or terminal screen.  The database can be checked 
for missing levels (Option L), depths (Option D) or both (Option B).  Data tables which 
do not store level information will obviously not be checked.   
The data tables can be checked individually. 
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7.6 Check for Missing Borehole Information 
The geological and geotechnical data tables are checked against the Borehole Reference 
Data Table to ensure that all observational and laboratory test data have associated 
borehole location information (i.e: Full National Grid Coordinates). 
The report can be sent to the printer or viewed on the terminal screen. 
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7.7 Recreate Database Index Files 
All database files are reindexed. This program should be used if problems are 
encountered with the database. If re-indexing does not cure the problems then the 
Database Support Staff should be contacted.  If data is entered into the data tables 
without the index files being opened (for example if entering data from the dot prompt) 
then the indexes must consequently be recreated otherwise data retrieval errors and 
omissions will occur. 
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7.8 Check Drilling Contractors Mnemonics 
All database records are checked for any borehole, trial pit or well names not 
conforming to the standard set of contractor mnemonics as detailed in Appendix C. An 
option is available to send the report to the printer or terminal screen. Any mistakes 
must be edited in the appropriate data table via the data input options. 
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7.9 Re-sort Geological Data into Depth Order 
If new strata descriptions and depths are added to the geological database after the data 
for a particular borehole, well or trial pit has already been entered, the data table must 
be re-sorted to ensure that for each hole the strata depths are in ascending order ie. 
increasing down the hole depth. A backup copy of the original database is made and the 
data is re-sorted, on borehole name and strata depth, to a temporary file. This file is then 
copied back onto the original database file. The geological data must be in depth order 
for printout and some data output programs.  Failure to have the geological strata 
descriptions in the correct depth order will result in incorrect level and isopach 
information being output to data files. 
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7.10 Check Laboratory Test Results for Anomalous Values 
The geotechnical laboratory test results can be checked for any results which fall above 
of a 'normal' range as defined by the engineer. Any anomalous values that are found 
outside of the range are reported to the terminal screen or line printer. The checking 
limits are defined by the user via a screen template. A set of default threshold values are 
provided.  
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 APPENDIX A 
Standard Geological Unit Nomenclature 
Jubilee Line Extension 
 FILL     - Fill, made ground etc 
 ALLUVIUM     - Alluvial deposits 
 GRAVEL    - Terrace Gravels 
 LONDON CLAY  - London Clay 
 BLACKHEATH  - Blackheath Beds 
 WR     - Undifferentiated Woolwich and Reading Beds 
 WRUSC    - Woolwich and Reading Beds: Upper Shelly Clays 
 WRUMC    - Woolwich and Reading Beds: Upper Mottled Clays 
 WRLSS    - Woolwich and Reading Beds: Laminated Silts and Sands 
 WRLSC    - Woolwich and Reading Beds: Lower Shelly Clays 
 WRLMC    - Woolwich and Reading Beds: Lower Mottled Clays 
 WRPB     - Woolwich and Reading Beds: Pebble Bed 
 WRGS     - Woolwich and Reading Beds: Glauconitic Sands 
 THANET SANDS - Thanet Sands 
 BULLHEAD   - Bullhead Bed 
 CHALK    - Chalk 
Barking Reach 
 MADE GROUND  - Made ground, fill etc 
 ALLUVIUMA  - Very silty, mottled clays 
 ALLUVIUMB  - Peat and organic clays 
 ALLUVIUMC  - Sandy to very sandy clays 
 GRAVEL    - Thames Gravels 
 LONDON CLAY  - London Clay 
 BLACKHEATH  - Blackheath Beds 
 WR BEDS   - Undifferentiated Woolwich and Reading Beds 
 THANET SANDS - Thanet Sands 
 BULLHEAD   - Bullhead Bed 
 CHALK    - Chalk 
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Heathrow Express Rail Link 
 MADE GROUND   - Fill, made ground etc 
 BRICKEARTH   - Brickearth 
 TAPLOW GRAVELS  - Taplow Terrace Gravels 
 LONDON CLAY   - London Clay 
 WR BEDS    - Undifferentiated Woolwich and Reading Beds 
A10 Wadesmill By-pass 
 TOPSOIL    - Topsoil 
 DRIFT      - Drift deposits 
 ALLUVIUM    - Alluvial deposits 
 LACUSTRINE   - Lacustrine deposits 
 UGLEY W    - Weathered Ugley Till 
 UGLEY NW    - Ugley Till 
 GLACIAL 1    - Glacial sands and gravels I 
 STORTFORD W   - Weathered Stortford Till 
 STORTFORD NW  - Stortford Till 
 GLACIAL 2    - Glacial sands and gravels II 
 WARE      - Ware Till 
 WESTMILL    - Westmill Lower Gravels 
 WR BEDS    - Undifferentiated Woolwich and Reading Beds 
 CHALK     - Chalk 
Welbeck, River Calder Diversion 
 FILL      - Fill, made ground etc 
 ALLUVIUM    - Alluvial deposits 
 WARMFIELD   - Warmfield Rocks 
 COAL A     - Coal Seam 
 MANSFIELD    - Mansfield Marine Bed 
 COAL B     - Coal Seam 
 OAK      - Oak Rocks 
 COAL C     - Coal Seam 
 CRIGGLESTONE  - Crigglestone 
 STEAM COAL   - Steam Coal 
 WOOLEY    - Wooley Edge Rocks 
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London Water Ring Main 
 FILL       - Fill, made ground etc 
 ALLUVIUM     - Alluvial deposits 
 GRAVEL      - Terrace Gravels 
 LONDON CLAY    - London Clay 
 WR       - Undifferentiated Woolwich and Reading Beds 
 Dhaka Regional Subsidence Study 
 DB       - Depression Backfill 
 FDR       - Recent Floodplain Deposits 
 FDO       - Older Floodplain Deposits 
 MC       - Madhupur Clay 
 DF       - Dupitila Formation 
 GUA       - Geological Unit A 
 GUB       - Geological Unit B 
 GUC       - Geological Unit C 
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APPENDIX B 
 Standard Geotechnical Material Types 
 TOPSOIL 
 MUD   
 PEAT   
 FILL 
 CHALK  
 FLINT 
 BOLDERS  
 SANDSTONE 
 BULLHEAD   
 MARL 
 SHELL 
 COBBLES  
 CLAY   
 SAND&GRAVEL 
 SILTSTONE 
 ORGANIC CLAY 
 GRAVEL  
 LIMESTONE 
 WOOD   
 MUDSTONE 
 CLAY&SAND   
 SILT   
 CONGLOMERATE  
 SAND   
 ASH 
 COAL 
 CONCRETE 
 TARMAC 
 BRECCIA 
 PEBBLES 
 SHALE 
 CLAYSTONE 
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APPENDIX C 
 Standard Drilling Contractors Mnemonics 
 Mnemonic Contractor
 BRE   BUILDING RESEARCH ESTABLISMENT                     
 CEM   CEMENTATION LTD                                    
 GS   GEORGE STOW LTD                                    
 CJA   C.J. ASSOCIATES                                    
 FE   FOUNDATION ENGINEERING                             
 JM   JOHN MOWLEM                                        
 BGS   BRITISH GEOLOGICAL SURVEY                          
 GX   GROUND EXPLORATIONS                                
 WSL   WATER SUPPLY OF LONDON                             
 HOL   HOLST LTD                                          
 NWH   NORWEST HOLST LTD                                  
 NUT   EDMUND NUTTALL LTD                                 
 GE   GROUND ENGINEERING LTD                             
 LBS   LONDON BOROUGH OF SOTHWARK                         
 OSS   OAKLEY SOIL SURVEYS                                
 PPS   PREPILING SURVEYS                                  
 SE   SOILS ENGINEERING                                  
 SS   SOUTH EASTERN SOILS                                
 SM   SOIL MECHANICS                                     
 TER   TERRESEARCH                                        
 WEL   WALLINGFORD WELL DATA                              
 WL   WEMBLEY LABORATORIES                               
 WIM   WIMPEY LABORATORIES                                
 MOW   MINISTRY OF WORKS                                  
 RMD   R.M. DOUGLAS                                       
 LGA   LE GRAND ADSCO                                     
 DOE   DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT                      
 LCC   LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL                              
 GLC   GREATER LONDON COUNCIL                             
 SWK   SCOTT, WILSON & KILPATRICK                         
 ISL   C. ISLER                                           
 GKN   GKN REINFORCEMENTS                                 
 WSS   WATER SUPPLY OF SURREY                             
 LGS   LE GRAND SUTCLIFFE & GELL                          
 BR   BRITISH RAILWAYS                                   
 LM   LONDON MEMOIR                                      
 GE   GEOTECHNICS                                        
 WCF   W.C. FRENCH                                        
 AGW   A.G.WEEKS & PARTNERS                               
 WSK   WATER SUPPLY OF KENT                               
 RR   R. RICHARDS                                        
 FUG   FUGRO                                              
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 ELM   ELMAT                                              
 FS   FOUNDATION & EXPLORATION SERVICES                  
 MM   MERZ & MCLELLAN                                    
 CB   CALEB BRETT                                        
 TD   TRANSMISSION DIVISION CEGB                         
 JDW   J.D. WATSON                                                         
 ES   EDWARDS & SAYNOR                                   
 STP   STANHOPE PROPERTIES                                
 JPB   JOHNSON, POOLE & BLOOMER                           
 BCR   BLACK COUNTRY ROUTE                                
 GRE   GEORESEARCH LTD 
 YCC   WEST YORKS COUNTY COUNCIL 
 SFG   STANLEY FERRY GRAVEL COMPANY 
 GW   GEORGE WIMPEY AND CO. 
 POT   POTTER AND CO. 
 TLL   TILLEY 
 SFB   S.F. BAKER AND SONS LTD 
 BAW   BRITISH AMERICAN WELL CO. 
 IGS   INSTITUTE OF GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
 WAT   WATES (LONDON) LTD 
 GSM   GEOLOGICAL SURVEY AND MUSEUM 
 ZIN   WV ZINN AND ASSOCIATES 
 THY   THYSSEN 
 NEB   NEW ENGLAND BORING CO. 
 HVL   HOWARD V LOBB 
 GLC   GAS LIGHT AND COKE CO. 
 WH   WILLIAM HALCROW 
 JS    J SIMPSON 
 FT   FRANCIS TUCKER AND CO. 
 CBC   CHARLES BRAND AND CO. LTD 
 TM   TRAVERS MORGAN AND PARTNERS 
 TWC   TAYLOR WOODROW CONSTRUCTION 
 LMW   LONDON METROPOLITAN WATER CO. 
 DEC   D'ARCY EXP. CO. 
 GM   G. MAUNSELL AND PARTNERS 
 BAW   BRITISH AMERICAN WELL CO. 
 DWT   DEEP WELL TOOL AND BORING CO. 
 CNM   CLARKE NICHOLLS MARCEL 
 OAP    OVE ARUP AND PARTNERS 
 NUT   NUTTALLS GEOTECH SERVICES 
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 APPENDIX E 
 GRAPHERTM - Template Plot Files 
 Note: GRAPHERTM template files suffixed V are for viewing on the terminal screen 
only.  Template files suffixed P are for final report quality plot production. 
 MALINE[P,V]   - Plasticity Chart, normal data range 
 MALINOR[P,V]   - Plasticity Chart, organic data range 
 MATTER[P,V]   - Atterberg Limits against Depth Graph 
 MLIQUID[P,V]   - Liquidity Index against Depth Graph 
 MLIQCOH[P,V]   - Shear Strength against Liquidity Index Graph 
 MSPTDEP[P,V]   - SPT N-Value against Depth Graph 
 MSPTLEV[P,V]   - SPT N-Value against Shear Strength Graph 
 MSPTCU[P,V]   - Laboratory Test Results against Depth Graph 
 MLEVEL[P,V]   - Laboratory Test Results against Level Graph 
 MXY[P,V]    - Laboratory Test Results Results, X against Y 
         Format Graph 
 MPSD[P,V]    - Particle Size Distribution Envelope Chart 
 MALLDAT[P,V]   - Data Correlation Chart 
 MLVTM[A3,A4][V,P] - Piezometer Water Level Against Time Chart 
 MHDTM[A3,A4][V,P] - Water Head Against Time Chart 
 MTPHD[A3,A4][V,P]  - Tip Level Against Water Head Chart 
 FOOTER     - Footer Title Block                                     
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APPENDIX F 
GDMS Data Table Names 
 [JOB] BOREF. DBF   - Borehole reference data table 
 [JOB] GEOL. DBF   - Strata description data table 
 [JOB] GEOT. DBF   - Laboratory test results data table 
 [JOB] GRAD. DBF   - Grading analysis data table 
 [JOB] INSIT. DBF   - SPT test results data table 
 [JOB] WATER. DBF   - Water observations data table  
 [JOB] PERM. DBF   - Permeability testing data table 
 [JOB] PREF. DBF    - Piezometer reference data table 
 [JOB] POBS. DBF   - Piezometer readings data table 

Giles, D.P. (1985). <Geo-Graphics> Seismic Data Management System Users 
Manual, Unpublished Technical Report, Scott Pickford and Associates Ltd., 


































































































































